
Ms Patricia Rooney 
Murphy Environmental I-Iollywood Limited 
Hollywood Great 
Nag’s Head 
Naul 
Co. Dublin 

26 July 201 1 WO129-03 

re: Notice in accordance with Article 14(2)(b)(ii) of the Waste Management (Licensing) 
Regulations 2004 

Dear Ms Rooney, 

I am to refer to the above referenced application for a waste licence relating to a facility 
at Hollywood Great, Nag’s Head, Naul, Co. Dublin. Having examined the 
documentation submitted, I am to advise that the Agency is of the view that the 
documentation does not comply with Article 12 of the Waste Management (Licensing) 
Regulations 2004. 

You are therefore requested, in accordance with Article 14(2)(b)(ii) of the Regulations, 
to take the steps and supply the information detailed below: 

The following items are to be addressed to incorporate the requirements of the 
amended Waste Management Acts 1996 to 2011 and the European 
Communities (Waste Directive) Regulations 201 1. 

1. With reference to article 12(l)(f) of the Waste Management (Licensing) 
Regulations 2004, provide a revised Table B.7.1 and Table H . ~ ( A )  
(updated versions of which are in the 201 I waste licence application 
form at www.epa.ie) identifying the relevant classes of activity 
according to the Third and Fourth Schedules to the amended Waste 
Management Acts 1996 to 20 1 1. (Amendment to the Acts was introduced 
by regulation 24 of the European Communities (Waste Directive) 
Regulations 201 1). 

2. Clarify the location in the application of information or provide 
information to address the requirements of article 12(l)(t bis) of the 
Waste Management (Licensing) Regulations, 2004. 

3. Provide information to address the requirements of article 12( l)(v) of the 
Waste Management (Licensing) Regulations, 2004, as amended, in 
relation to a description of how the waste hierarchy in section 2 1 A of the 
amended Waste Management Acts 1996 to 201 1 is applied. Please have 
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4. 

5. 

regard to the requirements of section 29(2A) of the amended Acts in 
addressing this item. (Amendment to the Regulations was introduced by 
regulation 57 and amendment to sections 21A and 29(2A) of the Acts by 
regulations 7 and 14 respectively of  the European C,’ommunities (Waste 
Directive) Regulations 201 I ) .  

Provide information for the purpose of enabling the Agency to make a 
determination in relation to the matters specified in paragraph (j) of 
section 40(4) of the amended Waste Management Acts 1996 to 201 1. 
(Amendment was introduced by regulation 20 of the European 
Communities (Waste Directive) Regulations 201 I). 

Confirm that information provided in the application is adequate to 
allow the Agency to address section 37A of the Waste Management Acts 
1996 to 201 1, as amended, or alternatively provide additional 
information to ensure all relevant points are addressed. (Amendment was 
introduced by regulation I 7 of the European Communities (Waste 
Directive) Regulations 201 I ) .  

Your reply to this notice should include a revised non-technical summary (Application 
Form and EIS) which reflects the information you supply in compliance with the notice, 
insofar as that information impinges on the non-technical summary. 

In the case where any drawings already submitted are subject to revision consequent on 
this request, a revised drawing should be prepared in each case. It is not sufficient to 
annotate the original drawing with a textual correction. Where such revised drawings 
are submitted, provide a list of drawing titles, drawing numbers and revision status, 
which correlates the revised drawings with the superseded versions. 

Please supply the information in the form of a one (1)  original plus one (1) copy in 
hardcopy format within 6 weeks of the date of this notice. In addition submit 
sixteen (16) copies of the requested information to the Agency in electronic 
searchable PDF format on CD-ROM. Please note that all maps/drawings should 
not exceed A3 in sue.  

Please note that the application’s register number is WO129-03. Please direct all 
correspondence in relation to this matter to Administration, Environmental Licensing 
Programme, Office of Climate, Licensing & Resource Use, Environmental Protection 
Agency, Headquarters, PO Box 3000, Johnstown Castle Estate, County Wexford 
quoting the register number. 

Yours sincerely, 

Brian Meaney 
Inspector 
Environmental Licensing Programme 
Office of Climate, Licensing & Resource Use 
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